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By Ronald B. Doyle 

As part of an investigation af the applioatim of nuclear  energy 
to various  types of power  plants for aircraft,  calculations  have  been 
made t o  determine  the  effect of several  operating  conditions on the 
performance of condensers  for  mercury-turbine  power plants. The 
analysis covered 8 range of turbine-outlet  pressures f r c m  1 t o  200 pounde 
per  square  inch abmlute, turbine-inlet  pressures  from 300 to 700 pounds 
per  square  inch  absolute,and a range of condenser  cooling-air  pressure 
drops,  airplane  flight  speeds,  and  altitudes. 

The maximum load-carrying apacity (available f o r  the  nuclear 
reactor, working fluid, and cargo) of a mercury-turbine  powered air- 
craft would be  about  half  the gross weight of the  airplane at a flight 
speed of 509 miles p e r  hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet.  This 
maximum is  obtained  with  specific  condenser  frontal  areas of 
0.0063 square foot  per  net  thrust  horsepower  with  the  condenser in a 
nacelxe  and 0.0060 square  foot per net  thrust  horsepower with the 
condenser  submerged in  the wings (no external condenser  drag) for a 
turbine-inlet  pressure of 500 pounds  per  square  inch  absolute, a 
turbine-outlet  pressura of 10 pounds per  square  inch  absolute,  and 8 
turbine-inlet  temperature of 1603' F. I 

Vapor  cycle  power  plants  offer a possibility for the  application 
of  nuclear  energy  to  aircraft  propulsion.  The  results of an analysis 
of the  perf'omance of a steam-turbine  power  plant  for  aircraft,  with 
particular  emphasis an the  performance of the  air-cooled  condenser, 
were  reported in reference 1. 

The  results of a similar analysis on the  performance of a mercury- 
vapor  power  plant  are  reported  herein. As with the steam p l a n t ,  aside 
from  the  reactor,  the  condenser  size  was  found  to  be a critioal  item 
of the  power-plant  installation,  hence a large  part of the study 
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Involves a determination of optimum  condenser  parameters. The 
analysis  covers a range of turbine-inlet  pressures,  turbine-outlet 
pressures,  cooling-air  preesure  drops;  flight  speeds, and altitudes. 

A n  estimate of the  power-plant  specific  weight,  excluding  the 
weight of the  nuclear  reactor and the  working  fluid, was made f o r  one 
set  of  turbine  operating  conditions  mid two flight  conditione and 
was used t o  calculate  the  percentage of the groae weight of the  air- 
plane  that  would be available for carrying the  reactor  and  the cargo. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The power  plant  was  considered to consist of a nuclear-reactor 
boiler, a mercury  turbine, an air-cooled  condenser,  and  the  necessary 
pumps, valves, and  piping. The boiler  feed  pump was assumed to be 
driven  directly  by  the  turbine  and  the  net shaft pouer  delivered to 
a propeller. 

Calculations were made to determine  the  effect of turbine-inlet 
and  turbine-outlet pressure, the ratio of cooling-air  static- 
pressure  drop  to  campressible  dynamic  pressure Ap/q, flight 
speed,  and  altitude on the  condenser  size  and  internal  drag  power. 
Turbine-outlet  pressures from 1 to ZOO pounds  per  square  inch 
absolute  were  inveetigated at turbins-inlet  pressurea of 300, 500, 
and 700 pounds  per  square  inch  absolute  for a value of Ap/q of 
0.30 at a flight  speed of 500 miles per hour and an altitude of 
30,000 feet.  Values of Ap/q from 0.10 to 0.75 were  investigated 
for canetmt turbine  operating  conditions  and  flight  conditions. 
Flight  speede 6f 100 to 500 miles per hour at  altitudes of m a  level, 
15,000, 'and 30,000 feet  were  investigated f o r  a constant condenser 
size  and one set of turbine  operating  cmditione.  All  cycle  calcu- 
latione were made f o r  a constant  turbine-inlet  temperature of 1600° F. 
This inlet temperature oorreeponde to a superheated ta?.@eratuxy of 
5090, 404O, and 327O F at turbine-inlet pressures of 300, 500, and 
700 pounds per square inch absolute,  respect  ivelg. 

Except  for  some small differences,the  method of analysis  is  the 
same as the  method  given in detail  in  reference 1. For  convenience, 
however,  the  method will be  briefly  outlined here. 

For all  calculations  except  those  involving  power-plant-weight 
eetimates,the  weight flow of mercury was adjusted  to give 1000 net 
shaft  horsepuwer frcan the  turbine,  which was assumed to have an 
adiabatic  efficiency of 85 percent. The 1000 shaft  horsepower was 
then  delivered to a propeller having an aesumed  efficiency of 85 per- 
cent that resulted in 850 propeller thrust horsepower. 

. 

. . .. . 
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Condenser  caloulatians  were  based on an aircraf't  fin-&-tube- 
type  heat  exchanger  manufactured  by the Harrison Radiator  Division, 
General Motors Corporation. In reference 1 for  condensing  steam,an 
aluminm heat  exchanger  having a weight,  including headera, of 
15.4 pOWd8 per ~ q u m e  foot Of fro&i&l used;  whereas in 
tkis  analysis for condeneing  mercury  vapor,a  steel  conetruction of 
the sane configuration having a weight of 45 pounds per square  foot 
of frmt&l area was used. Pre l iminary  calculatims based on the 
coollng-alr-sEde and working-fluid-aide  film  coefficients  and  the 
fin effectiveness  indicated  that  the over-all heat-transfer  coeffi- 
cimt for condensing mercury in a steel  exchanger  would  be  slightly 
greater  than f o r  condenaingl eteam in an alumfnum exchanger. These 
calculations assumed the  addition of a wetthg agent  to  the  mercury 
so that  the steel  condenser  tubes  were  completely  vetted by the 
liquid  mercury. On the  baeis of' these  preliminar3  calculations,  the 
manufacturer 'e  experimental  steam-to-air  heat-dissipation-rate  charts 
f o r  the  aluminum exchmger were used in the  calculation of condenser 
mea.  Cool3npair pressure drops were  obtained fram the  manufacturer's 
charts  modified  to  account  for  the  effects  of  altitude  and  higher  heat 
loading. 

For a given  heat  redection and 0001-ing-air  pressure  drop,  the 
required  condenser  frontal area and weight  flaw of coollng  air  were 
detemnjned frm the  modified  charts. The condeneer  weight was then 
the  product of frontal area and the  weight  per  unit frontal area 
(45 ~ b / s q  ft) . m e  internal  drag  power (sanetimes t ~ s t  power) of 
the  condenser was then calculated frm the  change in mmentum of the 
cooling  air.  The  net thrust power was taken as the  algebraic 
difference  between  the  propeller  thrust  power  (product of turbine . 
power and propeller  effioiency) and the internal drag  power of the 
condenser.  Positive  values of the  difference  between  th6  net  thrust 
power and 850 (propeller  thrust  parer)  represent  condenser  thrust s 

power and negative  value?  represent  internal  condenser drag pmer. 
Specific  condenser  weight  and  specific  condenser  frontal  area in 
pounds and square  feet  per  net thrust horsepower w e r e  then OCUnpUted 
from  the  net  thrust  power and cmdemer weight and frontal area. 

The  calculations of the  ratio of dfepoeable load (load-carrying 
capacity  available  for  reactor, working fluid, and cargo) to airplane 
gross weight wd/Hg involved an est-tion of  the inetalled pawer- 
plant  specific  wefght  including  propeller,  reduction  gearing, engine 
mountinge, a i r  duct-, and cmtrols. The lift-to-drag  ratio  of  the 
airplane  without  nacelles was assumed  to  be 18 and  the  structural ' 
weight  of  the  airplane was assumed to be 40 percent  of  the  airplane 
gross weight.  Calculations  were made for  the caees of  the  condenser 
submerged in the wings so that no external condenser drag wa8 involved ' 
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and f o r  the condenser enclosed in  a nacelle. For the l a t t e r  case it 
was necessary t o  calculate  the  external condenser drag power (nacelle 
drag power). The method and asaumptims used in c8lculAting  the 
quantity Wd/Wg were the same 8s in referenoe 1. 

The thermodyaarnic properties of the mercury vapor neceswy  for  
these  calculation8 were obtained From the General Electric Capany. 

REslTLTS AND DISCUSSION 

Moisture in turbine exhaust. - The percentage of moisture in 
the  turbine exhaust is shown fn figure 1 for several combinations of 
turbine-Inlet and turbine-outlet pressures f o r  a turbine-inlet tan- 
perature of 1600° F ana an adiabatio  turbine  efficiency of 0.85. As 
the  turbine-outlet  pressure is decreased and the  turbine-Inlet  pres- 
sure i e  increaeed,the percentage of moiature in the  turbine exhaust 
increases. If a moisture  content in the  turbine exhaust of 15 per- 
cent is considered t o  be the maximum allowable amount then f o r  a 
turbine-inlet temperature of 160O0 F the minimum turbfne-outlet  pres- 
e w e s  allowable will be approximately 2.5, 8.0, and 14.0 pounds per 
square inch absolute for  turbine-inlet  pressures of 300, 500, and 
700 pounds per square inch absolute,  respectively. 

The calculations were termhated at turbine-outlet pressuree of 
75  and  170  pounds per aquare inch  absolute f o r  turbine-inlet  pres- 
sures of 300 and 500  pounds per aquare inch  absolute,  respectiwly, 
inaamuch as turbine-outlet  preeeures above them values resul t  in 
superheated vapor a t  the turbine exhaust. 

Cycle performance. - The effect of turbine-outlet  pressure rn 
cycle efficiency and mercury-flow rate is ehawn in figure 2 fo r  
turbine-inlet pressurea of 300, 500, a;nd 700 pounds per equare inch 
absolute and a turbine-inlet temperature of 1600° F. The turbine 
power output  is 1000 horsepower and the  turbine  efficiency is 0.85. 
The dashed lines in figures 2, 3, 4, and 7 indicate  the combination6 
of turbine-inlet and turbine-outlet  preseures  that result i n  15- 
percent moisture at  the  turbine  outlet. 

As the  turbine-outlet  pressure  increseee and the  turbine-inlet 
pressure  decreaees,the  cycle  efficiency  decreases and in order t o  
maintain a oonBtant turbine-power  output the mercury-flow rate  must 
increase. 

The variation of reactor-heat  input and heat rejected by the 
candenser with turbine-outlet pressure is sham i n  figure 3 for 
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turbine-inlet  pre8SureE Of 300, 500, and 700 pounds  per  8quaJre  inch 
absolute and 8 turbfne-inlet  temperature of 1600° F. Also shown in 
this  figure  is  the  variation  of  tukbine-outlet  temperature  (8atura- 
t i m  temperature)  with  turbine-outlet  pressure. The turbine  power 
and  efficiency  are  the  erne as in ffgure 2. The  reactor-heat  input 
and the heat  rejected by the  condenser incease wfth  increasing 
turbine-outlet  pressure  and  decreasing  turbine-inlet  pressure.  These 
heat  quantities are the  products  of  the  heat per pound  of  fluid  and 
t he  mercury-flow  rate and inasmuch as the  heat  per wft weight of fluid 
is nearly constant,the  inoreases with turbine-outlet  pressure sham 
in figure 3 are  due to the increashg mercury-flaw ratgwhich in turn 
is  due to the  decreasing  cycle  efficiency. 

The  turbine-outlet  temperature (temperature of the condenshg 
mercury Vapor) increases &s the turbine-outlet  pressure  increases. 
Inasmuch as  the  expansion in every  case was to  or below the satura- 
tion  line  the  turbine-outlet  temperature is a function of the  turbine- 
outlet  pressure only. This temperature  varies from about 640° to 
1020' F for a change in turbine-outlet  pressure frcrm 10 to 200 pounds 
per  square  inch  absolute  (fig. 3). For the same change in turbine- 
outlet pres~ure, the  temperature of condensing steam varies from 
about 190' to 390° F. 

A range  of  turbine-inlet  temperatures was not  investigated Inas- 
much  as 1600O F represents  approximately  the maxfrmun allowable  value 
with respect  to  turbine  strength and lower temperatures  would 
only  result in luwer  cycle  efficiencies and larger  condenser  sizes. 
The  final  choice of a turbine-inlet  temperature  will prfmarily depend 
on reactor  considerstions. 

Effect  of  turbine-outlet pkssure an oondenser performance. - 
The  effect of turbine-outlet  pressure on net  thrust  horseparer, 
condenser  weight and frontal  area, and specific cdeneer weight and 
frontal  area is sham in figure 4 for  turbine-inlet  pressures of 300, 
500, and 700 pounds  per  square  inch absolute, a value of Ap/q of 
0.30, a flight  speed of 500 miles  per  hour,  and 8n altitude  of 
30,000 feet. 

The condenser  weight and fiontal area increase as the turbine- 
outlet  pressure  increases  and as the turbine-inlet  preaeure  decreases 
f o r  the range  investigated. This increase in condenser  weight and 
frontal area is due  to  the  decrease in cycle  efficiency  and  consequent 
increase in heat  rejection  shown in figures 2 and 3, respectively. 
Although  the  initial  temperature  difference  (between  the  entering 
cooling-air  and  the  candensing  mercury)  increase8 with increasing 
turbine-outlet  pressure,  tending to decrease  the  condenser  size,  the 
effect  is  offset by the  increased  heat  rejection. . 
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The  net  thrust  power  (propeller  thrust  power  less  internal 
condenser drag power  or  plus  condenser  thrust  power)  Increases  with 
increaaing  turbine-outlet  pressure  and.decreasing  turbins-inlet 
pressure. At  this  value of Ap/q (0.30) tbrust was obtained f m  
the  condenser in every cam. For a constant  cooling-air  pressure 
drop,the  increase in condenser  frontal  area  discussed In the  preceding 
paragaph results in an increase in total  cooling-air  flow and there- 
fore an increase in net thrust  power. The increases in net  thrust 
power  with  turbine-outlet  pressure are.also due, in part,  to an 
increase in the  cooling-air  exit  temperatures  resulting  from  higher 
mercury  condensing  temperatures. 

Specific  condenser  weight and fkmtal are8 also  increase  with 
increasing  turbine-outlet pressure and deoreasing  turbine-inlet  pres- 
sure, inasmuoh as the  fncreases in net  thruet  power are amall 
compared  to  the  inoreases fn cmdenser weight and f’rontal area. 

In the  analysis of reference 1 on the  steam  plant  the cmbina- 
tion of the  effects of initial temperature  difference,  condenser  heat 
rejection,and  condenser drag power resulted in a minbnum point on the 
curve of specific  condenser  size  against  turbine-outlet  pressure  at 
preseures  between 50 and 100 pounds  per  square  inoh  absolute,  which 
indicates  that a compramise  must  be made between  conditions  that 
represent hlgh  cycle  efficiency  and those that  represent low 
condenser  size and drag power. For the  mercury  system,  however, 
minimum  specifio  condenser size and maximum cycle  efficiency are  
both obtained at  the  low  turbine-outlet  pressures.  For  the  inlet 
pressures and inlet  temperature omsidered here,  however,  mlnimwn 
turbine-outlet  pressures  are  limited  by  excessive moisture in the 
turbine  exhaust as indicated in figure 1. 

c 

Turbine-inlet  pressures  higher than 700 pounds per square Inch 
absolute  would  be  desirable  with  respect  to  specific  condenser 
size,  however,  higher  inlet  pressure  were  not  investigated in this 
m l g s i s  because of a lack of thermodynamic  data. 

Wfect of coolineair pressure drop on condenser perfomnce. - 
The variatim.of  net thrust  horsepuwer,  condenser  weight and f rontal  
area, and specific  condenser  weight  and  frontal  area  with Ap/q is 
e h m  in figure 5 far a turbine-inlet preseure of 500 pounds per 
square  inch  absolute, a turbine-outlet  pressure of 10 pounds per 
squme inch  absolute, a flight speed of  500 mlles per hour, and alti- 
tude of 30,000 feet. 

The  net  thrust  horsepower  and  the  condenser  weight and frontal 
area  decrease  with  increasing Ap/q. As the  cooling-air  pressure 
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drop increases,  the  internal  drag power increases  with  a consequent 
reduction in net thrust parer. Also, as  the pressure drop increases, 
the  cooling-air  flow  per  unit  cross-sectim area increases so that 
propessively  smaller condenser sizes are required to   re jec t  a given 
amount of  heat. As a r e s u l t  of the  decreasing  net thrust power and 
condenser size,the  specffic condenmr weight and frontal  area reach 
m i n b u m  p o i n t s  of 0.225 pound per  net thrust horsepower  and 
0.005 squ& foot per net horsepower, respectively, a t  a Ap/q of 
about 0.55 a t  the f l igh t  speed and alt i tude sham; The optimum Ap/q 
w i l l  vary somewhat w i t h  flight speed and alt i tude aa was s h m  in  
reference 1. 

Effect of f l igh t  speed and alt i tude on the performance of a 
piven  candenser. - The effect of f l igh t  speed on net thrust horsepower 
and spacific condenser weight and frontal a r e a  is shown in  figure 6 
for   a l t i tudes of sea  level, 15,000, and 30,000 feet;   a  turbine-hlet  
pressure of 500 pounds per square inch absolute; and a turbine- 
outlet pressure of 10 pound8 per square Inch absolute. These m e 8  
are f o r  a  condenser ha- a weight of 225 pounds and 13 frmkal area 
of 5 square feet ,  wbich is close t o  the size f o r  m i n l m u m  specific 
weight and frontal  area at a f l i gh t  speed  of 500 miles per hour and 
an alt i tude of 30,000 feet for  the same turbine  operating  conditions. 

The dashed linea of required pressure drop equal t o  maxfmum 
available pressure drop mark the  llmiting  flight speeds a t  each alti- 
tude below which this   s ize  candenser w i l l  pot  dissipate the  required 
mount of heat. 

The net  thruat horsepower increases as the  fl-t speed increases 
and as the alt i tude decreases. The effect of f l igh t  speed on net 
thrust puwer i s  less a t  the low altitudes. Inasmuch as  these  cuvea 
are  f o r  a constant condenem s ize  and a specific set of cycle condi- 
tions,the  variation of specffic condenser weight and frontal  area is 
only a reflection of the variatfon of net t h r u s t  power, hence, 
i n t e r n 1  drag parer WS. th flight speed and altitude. 

Comparison of condensers f o r  mercury and steam power p u t s .  - 
The preceding curves have shown that the condensers for  a mercury- 
vapor power p l z t t  may have a specific frontal area as low as 
0 .OX square foot p e r  net  thruet horsepower and a specific weight of 
about 0.225 pound per net thrust horsepoxer f o r  a turbine-inlet pres- 
8ure of 500 pounds per square inch absolute, 8 turbine-OUtlet pm8SW 
of 10 pow& per square inch absolute, and a turbine-Wet tempem- 
ture of 160O0 F (fig. 6 1. Thie specific ccmdeneer frontal area is 
about  one-third  the area required for a steam p l m t  operating a t  a 
turbine-inlet pressure of 1400 pounds per square inch  absolute, a 
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turbine-outlet  pressure of 100 pounds per square  inch  abeolute, and 
a turbine-inlet  temperature of 866O F as indicated in reference 1. 
Although  the  mercury  condensers have a maller frontal  area and 
volume for these  conditions  the  assumption of a steel construction 
results in their  weight  being  about  the Elame as that f o r  the larger 
aluminum  steam  condensers. The difference in specific frontal areas 
between  the  mercury and steam  plants is due  primarily to the 
following  two  effects: (1) mercury  condenses at a higher  tempera- 
ture,  hence  the  initlal  temperature  difference  between  the  condensing 
vapor and the cooling  air  is  greater making the  required area less, 
and (2) the higher candenstng temperature  caueea a higher  tempera- 
ture  rise of the  cooling  air  resulting in lower condemer internal 
drag powers (higher condenser thrust pawer) 

Wfect of turbine-outlet pressure on over-all efficiency. - 
Inasmuch  as  the wactor weight  is the principal  coneideration in a 
nuolear-energy  parer  plant  the  attainmant of a maximum thrust  power 
per unit  weight  of  the  reactor is of seater importance than  the 
attainment of a maximum  thrust per unit  weight of- condenser  (minimum 
condenser size). Over-all  efficiency,  defined as the  dimensionless 
ratio of net  thrust  power  minus  nacelle  drag power to the  reactor- 
heat  input,  is an approximate  measure of the  thrust parer per unit 
weight of the reactor and, therefor6,with  the  reactor  operating  at 
its maximum heat-release  rate, m a x i m u m  net thrust power per  unit 
weight of the  system will be  obtained  at maximum over-all  efficlency. 

The variation of over-all  ef'ficiency  with  turbine-outlet pres- 
sure is shown in figure 7 for turbine-inlet  preasures of 300, 500, 
and 700 pounds  per  square  inch  absolute, a Ap/q of 0.30, a flight 
apeed of 500 milee per hour, and an altitude of 30,000 feet.  Over-all 
efficiency  decreases as the  turbine-outlet presmre increases and as 
,the  turbine-inlet  pressure  decreases for the range of pressures 
inveatigated.  These  curves follow the  same  trend as the  cycle 
efficlency c m a  of figure 2 although the decrease in over-all 
efficiency  with  increas-  turbine-outlet  pressure ia not as rapid 
as the demease in cycle  efficiency. For a nuclear-energy  mercury 
power plant, then, maximum cycle  efficiency,  minimum  specific 
condenser  size, and maximum over-all efficiency all occur  at  the 
lowest  turbfne-outlet  presaure and higheat  turbine-inlet preseure 
investigated. 

" 

Submerging  the cmdeneer in  the wing so as to eliminate  the 
external nacelle drag power  would not affect the general  shape  of 
the  curves  in figure 7, but  the  increase  in  over-all  efficiency  with 
decreasing  turbine-outlet  pressure  would  not be so rapid. 
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Effect of Ap/q 3n over-all  efficiency. - The,effect of ~p/q 
OR over-all  efficiency  is shown in figure 8 for a turbine-inlet pres- 
sure  of 500 pounds per  square inch  absolute, a turbine-outlet  pres- 
sure  of 10 pounds  per  square  inch  absolute, a flight speed of 500 miles 
per  hour,  and an altitude  of 30,000 feet.  Over-all  efficienoy 
Increases  with  Ap/q  and  reaches a maximum at a value of Ap/q of 
about 0.20 and then decreases throughout  the  remainder of the range. 
As Ap/q decreases  the  net  thrust  power  (propeller  thrust power less 
internal  drag  power)  increases;  however,  the  condenser frontal area 
and hence nacelle drag power also increase. (See fig. 5.) Below 
a value  of Ap/q of 0.20 the nacelle drag power  increases  more 
rapidly  with decreasiw Ap/q than the  net  thrust power so that 
the  over-all  efficiency  must  decrease  when  the  reactor-heat  input 
is  constant. 

The position  of  the maxi&u point in the  curve of figure 8 
would  vary  with  flight  speed and altitude  shifting to the l e f t  
(toward low Ap/q values and large condenser  frontal  areas)  with 
decreasing  flight speed.where  the nacelle drag m e r  is low and to 
the  right (tmrd high Ap/q values and mall condenser frontal 
areas)  with  decreasing  altitude  where t he  nacelle drag power  is 
high. The condenser frontal area for maximum over-all  efficiency 
will therefore be larger for .the  submerged  installation  than for the 
case of  the  condenser  enclosed in a nacelle. For  the  conditions 
shown in figure 8 for the case of  the  condenser  enclosed in a 
nacelle,maximum  over-all  efficiency w i l l  be  obtained  with a condenser 
having a specific  frantal area of O.CJO68 square feet  per  net  thrust 
horsepower  (Ap/q of 0.30). For  the  submerged  installation,  the 
condenser frontal area for tnaxlmum over-all  efficiency will be  the 
maximum  amaunt  that can be  submerged. 

Load-carryirx  capacity. - The variation  of  the  ratio of 
disposable  load (load-carrying capacity) to airplane gross weight 
W&/Wg with  condenser frontal area ie shuwn in f igwe 9 for  the 
cases of the  condenser  enclosed in a nacelle and the condenser sub- 
merged in the wings (no  external  condenser drag). The  quantity 
Wdhg represents  the  fraction of the gross wei&t  of  the  airplane 
that will be  available for carrying the  nuclear  reactor,  working 
fluid, and cargo. The nrsximm value of this  quantity all 
establish  the  optimum  condenser size .  Toe  calculations for these 
curves ara  based on an estimate of the  specific  power-plant  weight 
for a mercury-turbine  power  plant  operating  at a turbine-inlet  pres- 
sure  of 500 pounds  per  square  inch  absolute, a turbine-outlet pres- 
sure of 10 pounds per aquare  inch  absolute, a turbine-Inlet  tempera- 
ture of 16003 F, a turblne-power  output  of 5000 shaft horsepower, a 
flight  speed  of 500 milee  per  hour,  and an altitude  of 30,000 feet. 
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me  quantity wd/Wg (load-carrying  capacity)  increases t o  a 
m a x i m u m  of 0.480 for the condenser in  a  naoelle and t o  0.493 for the 
condenser submerged in  the wings a t  condenser frontal areas of 25 
and 27 square feet,  respectively. For the case of the candenser i n  
a n&Celle,increasin& the frontal  area above about  2 5  aquare feet  
increases  the  external condenser drag and the condenser weight 
sufficiently to cause a decrease in load-carrying  capacity  (reactor, 
working f h i d ,  and cargo) . For the  case of the candenser submerge2 
in  the wings (no external condenser drag),increasing the candensor 
frontal area above abOKt 27 square feet  increases  the condenser 
weight sufficiently t o  cause  a  decrease in W,& despite  the  fact 
that the net t h r u s t  power (propeller t h r u s t  powar less internal 
condenser drag pmer) continues to increase w € t h  increasing 
condenser size. The curves of figure.9 are for a turbine  output of 
5000 shaft horsepower, however, if the aseumptlon is made that 
specific  parer-plant weight I s  independent of power level the 
results are applicable t o  aryr parer  level. For example, a 
50,000 shaft horsepcwer unit  operating at the satne f l igh t  conditions 
and turbine  operating  conditions  as  indicated  in  figure 9 would have 
a maximum value of Wa/Wg of approximately 0.493 (condenser sub- 
merged) with a condenser frontal  area of 270 square feet. 

The condenser frontal  areas of 25 and 27 square fee t  f o r  maxi- 
mum load-carrying  capacity correspond t o  specific  frontal  areas of 
0.0063 and 0.0060 square foot  per net t h r u s t  horsepower. These 
values correspond t o  minimum specific engine (including condenser) 
weight and a r e  earnewhat higher than the value (0.005 sq f t/net 
t h r u s t  hp) corresponding t o  rninimm specific condenser weight 
indicated in  figure 5. 

The total   installed weight of a power plant having a condenser 
with a frontal area of 25 square feet and operating a t  a flight 
speed of 500 miles per hour and an altitude of 30,000 feet  was 
estimated t o  be 6445 pounds. This weight excludes the reactor and 
working f l u i d  b u t  includes  the  propeller,  reduction  gearing, engine 
mountings, and the necessary pumps, piping,  and controls and corres- 
ponds to   specif ic  weights of 1.29 pounds per  turbine horsepower, 
1.44 pounds per.net t h r u s t  horeepower with the condenaer submerged 
in  the wings, and 1.62 pounds per net thrust horeepoxer with  the 
condenser in  a nacelle. 

For the same turbine  operating  conditions and condenser size 
but a t  a f l igh t  speed of 300 miles per hour and an alt i tude of 
15,000 feet   the values of W& would  be 0.525 for  the condenser 
i n  & nacelle and 0.520 for the condenser submerged in the wings. 
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The power-plant  weight  would  be 6855 pounds ( o w i n g  to a heavier 
propeller)  and t h e  corresponding  specific  weights  would be 1.37,  1.63, 
and 1.69 gounds  per  horsepower,  respectively. 

These values of Wd/WG at  the  two  flight  conditions  indicate 
that a load-carrying  capacity equal to  approximately half the gross 
weight of the  alrplane  would  be  available for the  nuclear  reacto-i., 
working  fluid,  and cargo, or cmverse1y, the gross weight of an air- 
plane  pawered  with a nuclear-energy  mercury-turbine  power  plant 
would be about  twice  the  weight of the  nuclear  reactor,  working  fluid, 
and cargo. 

For  flight speeds up to 500 miles  per  hour  only  small  percentage 
gains (1 to 3 percent) in load-carrying  capacity  are  obtained  with 
the  mercury  powered  airplane  by submerging the  condenser  in the wing 
to elfminate  the  external drag power. The valuee of the  ratio W& 
calculated for the  steam  powered  airplane in reference 1 f o r  the same 
flight  conditions campare very  closely  with  the  values  given  here 
except for the cam of the  condenser in the  nacelle at the  high 
flight  speed (500 mph)  where  the large frontal area steam condenser 
results in excessive e&ernal drag power  with  consequent  lowering 
of the lmd-carrying capaotty  (reactor plus cargo). The part of 
the  load-carrying  capacity of either  system  available for cargo will 
depend upon the s i z e  reactor  required.  Consideration of the  heat 
transfer  and  nuclear  aspects of reactors  is  necessary  before  the 
relative  merits of these  two systams can be  properly  evaluated. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The  results of calculations on the  performance of a nuclear- - 
energy  mercury-turbine  power  plant for aircraft may be  summarized 
as follows: 

1. For  the r w e  of turbine-outlet  pressures  investigated 
(1 to 200 lb/sq in. absolute)  specific  condenser  weight and 'specific 
condenser  frontal mea decrease as the turbine-outlet  press- 
decreases  for  turbine-inlet  pressures of 300, 500, and 700 pounds 
per  square  inch  absolute. 

2. At a turbine-inlet  pressure of 500 pounds  per  square  inch 
absolute, a turbine-outlet  pressure of 10 pounds  per  square  inch 
absolute, a turbine-inlet  temperature of 1600° F, a flight  speed of 
500 miles per  hour,  and an altitude of' 30,000 feet  the  minimum  specific 
condenser  weight i6 0.225 pound  per net thruat  horsepower and the m i n i -  
mum specific condenem frontal area is 0.005 square foot per net thrust 
horsepower. - * 
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3. At a turbine-inlet preseure of 500 pound8 per square inch 
abeolute, a turbine-outlet preseure of 10 pounds per square inch 
absolute, a turbine-inlet  temperature of 160O0 F, a flight speed of 
500 mlles per hour, and an altitude of 30,000 feet,  the maximum load- 
carrying oapaclty of a mercury-turbine powered aircraft  available 
for the nuclear  reactor, working f l u i d ,  and -go would be approxi- 
mately half of the groes weight of the  airplane. Thi8 maximum value 
is  obtained w i t h  specific cmdenser frontal axe88 of 0.0063 square 
foot per net thrust horsepower with  the oondenser in a nacelle and 
0.0060 square foot per net  thruet horeepdwer with the  condenser 
submerged in  the wings (no external condenser drag). The eetl- 
mated  specific  weights of the  inetalled  parer  plant f o r  the above 
conditione would be 1.29 pounde per turbine horeepawer, 1.44 pounds 
per  net t h rus t  horsepower  xith  the  condenser  eubmerged in the wings,  
and 1.62 pounds per net  thrust horsepawer with the condenser 
enclosed in a nacelle. 

Flight Propulsion Research  Laboratory, 
National Aavieory  Committee for Aeronautica, 

Cleveland, Ohio. 

1. Humble, Leroy V., azad Doyle, Ronsld B. : Calculated Condenser 
Pezformance f o r  a Steam-Turbine Parer Plant for Aircraft. 
mACA RM No. E7J01, 1947. 
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Figure 1. - Variat€on of percentage of  moisture in turbine exhaust 
with  turbine-outlet  pressure  For  turbine-inlet pressures of 300, 
500, and 700 pounds  per square inch absolute,  Turbine-inlet 
temperature, 16000. F; turbine eff ic iency,  0.85. 
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Figure 2. - Variation of cycle  efficiency and mercury-flow ra te  with 
turbine-outlet pressure for turbine-inlot pressures of 300, 500, 
end 700 pounds per square inch absolute. Turbine-inle t temperature, 
M O O 0  F; t u r b i n e  power, 1000 horsepower;  turbine  effiaiency, 0.85. 
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Figure 3. - Variation of reactor-heat input, heat   rejected by condenser, 
and turbine-outlot  temperature w i t h  turbine-outlet  pressure f o r  turbine- 

Turbine-inlet  tamperatwo, 1600 F; turbine POX.OP, 1000 horsepower; 
i n l e t  pressures of 500, 500, an$ 700 pounds per square  inch  absolute.. 

turbine efficiency, 0.85. 
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Turbine-outlot  pressure, l b / s q  In.  absolute 
Figure 4.  - Variation of net  thrust  horsepowor,  condenser  weight and frontal  

area, and s p e c i f i c  condenser  weight and f ronta l  area wfth  turbine-outlet 
. pressure for  three  turbine-Inlet pressurea. Turbine-inlet  temperature, 
160O0 F; Ap/q, 0.90; flight speed, 500 miles per hour; a l t i t u d e ,  30,000 
f e e t ;  turbine p O W 6 r s  1000 horqepower; turbine and prope l l er   e f f i c i enc ie s ,  
0 -85 
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Figure 5. - Varlatiorl of net  thrust  horsepower,  condenaer  weight and frontal 
area, and  specific  condenser  weight and f r o n t a l  area with Ap/q. Turbine- 

pressure, 10 p6und.s per square inch absolute;  turbine-inlet  temperature, 
I n l e t  pressure, 500 pounds per square  Inch  absolute;  turbine-outlet 

1600° F; f l i g h t  speod, 500 miles por hour; altitude, 30,000 feet;  turbine 
power, 1000 horsepower;  turbine and propeller  efficienciea, 0.85. 
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Figure 6 .  - Varla t ion  ot' net  thrust horsepower and spectfic condenser 
weight and frontal  area with flight speed for a l t i tudes  or sea l e v e l ,  
15,000, and 30,000 f c e t .  Condenser weight, 225 pounds; condenaer 
frontml a r e a ,  5 squaru f e e t ;  turbine-inlot  presaure, 500 pounds p e r  
square  inch  absolute;  turbine-outlet  pressure, 10 pounds p f r  squnre 
1nctl absolute;  trlrbino-Inlet temporature, 1600' P; turbine power, 
1000 horsepower; turbine and propel ler   e f f ic iencies ,  0.85. 
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Figure 7.  - Variation of over-al l   eff ic iency  with  turbine-outlet  

pressure f o r  three  turbine-inlet  pressures.   Turbine-inlet 
temperature, 1600° P; Ap/q, 0.3; flight speed, 500 miles per 
hour;  altitude, 30,000 feet; *bine power, 1000 horsepower; 
turbine end p r o p e l l e r  e f f i c i e n c i e s ,  0.85. 
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Figure 8.  - Varfation of over-all ef f ic iency   wi th  Ap/q. Turbine-inlet 
pressure, 500 pounds per square inch absolute;  turbine-outlet  pressure, 
10 pounds per square inch  absolute;  turbine-inlet  temperature, l.600? F; 
f l i g h t  speod, 500 miles per ho-lr; a l t i t u d e ,  30,000 reet;  turbine power, 
1000 horsepower;  turbine and propeller e f f i c jer l c i e s ,  0.95. 
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Figure 9 .  - Variation or the r a t i o  of diaposab le  load t o  airplane groaa 
weight  with  condenser  frontal area. Turbine-inlet  pressure, 500 pounds 
per  square Inch absolute ; turbine-outle t pressure, 10 pounds per square 
inch  absolute;  turbine-inlot temparaturo, l G O O a  F; f l i g h t  speed, 500 
miles  per  hour; a l t i tude ,  30,000 f c e t ;  tu rb ine  power, 5000 horsepower; 
turbine and p r o p e l l e r   e f f i c i e n c i e s ,  0.85. 






